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Fibrant Presheaves of Spectra
and GuilleÂn-Navarro Extension
LLORENCË RUBIOÂ I PONS

ABSTRACT - In this remark we prove that the GuilleÂn-Navarro extension of a presheaf of spectra in the category of algebraic varieties over a field of characteristic zero, when exists, coincides up to weak equivalence with the fibrant replacement of the presheaf in the injective model category structure with the cdtopology of abstract blow-ups.

1. Introduction.
GuilleÂn and Navarro give in [4] an extension criterion for functors
from smooth varieties and taking values in a cohomological descent
category. In a cohomological descent category a notion of acyclic square
is defined. We have proved [10] (see also [9]) that the category of fibrant
spectra has a cohomological descent category structure. In this structure an acyclic diagram of spectra is a homotopy cartesian diagram of
spectra.
The extension criterion requires the functor to have a descent property
with respect to blow-up squares, i.e. the functor has to carry blow-up
squares to acyclic squares in the descent category.
The extended functor is defined for all varieties and satisfies the
descent property with respect to abstract blow-ups, which are carte-
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sian squares

of schemes where i is a closed immersion, f is a proper morphism and the
e nY
e ! X n Y is an isomorphism. The extended
induced morphism X
functor is defined using the theory of cubical hyperresolutions [3], and is
essentially unique with the descent property.
The extension criterion can also be applied if the functor is already defined for all varieties. Therefore GuilleÂn-Navarro extension criterion can be
applied to functors F from schemes to spectra which satisfy a descent condition with respect to smooth blow-up squares, giving a descent functor FD.
A functor F from schemes to spectra is also called a presheaf of spectra.
The class of abstract blow-up squares defines a cd-structure in the sense of
Voevodsky [12], and therefore a Grothendieck topology in the category of
schemes. We denote abs this topology. We consider the model category
structure of the category of presheaves of spectra studied by Jardine in [6]
and [7], where weak equivalences depend on the topology. Given F a
presheaf of spectra we denote by F abs a fibrant replacement in this model
category.
Properties of fibrant presheaves make it natural to ask if the descent
functor FD obtained from a presheaf of spectra F, when exists, coincides
with the abs fibrant replacement F abs .
We prove that when FD is defined, it is globally weakly equivalent
to Fabs . We also study in which cases FD coincides with F cdh , the fibrant replacement with the cdh-topology, and obtain a new criterion for
cdh-descent.

2. The GuilleÂn-Navarro extension theorem.
In this section we recall the GuilleÂn-Navarro extension criterion and fix
some notations.
The extension criterion of GuilleÂn and Navarro [4] permits to extend a
functor from the category of smooth varieties with values in a cohomological descent category and satisfying a descent condition to a functor defined for all varieties.
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2.1 ± Cohomological descent categories.
Cohomological descent categories [4, DeÂfinition (1.5.3) and (1.7.1)] are a
variation of triangulated categories, and consist of a cartesian category D
with a saturated class of morphisms E and a simple functor s from cubical
diagrams of objects of D to D, subject to a list of compatibility conditions.
An object of HoD is acyclic if X ! 1 is from E, where 1 is the terminal
object of D.
The main example of cohomological descent category is the category of
chain complexes in an abelian category. Chain complexes in an additive
category also have a cohomological descent category structure.
If D is a descent category, we denote by HoD the localization of D with
respect to the saturated class of morphisms.
We denote by Sp the category of fibrant spectra, in the sense of [1]. We
have proved [10] (see also [9]) that stable simplicial model categories are
cohomological descent categories with weak equivalences as saturated
class of morphisms and homotopy limit as simple functor. In particular this
applies to the category Sp of fibrant spectra.

2.2 ± Acyclic squares.
We fix k a field of characteristic zero. We denote by Sch(k) the category of reduced separated schemes of finite type over k, which we simply
call algebraic varieties, and we denote by Sm(k) the category of smooth
varieties.
Let

be a cartesian diagram of schemes. Following [4] we say that it is an acyclic
square if i is a closed immersion, f is a proper morphism and the induced
e nY
e ! X n Y is an isomorphism. An acyclic square is called in
morphism X
[2] an abstract blow-up.
We say that an acyclic square is an elementary acyclic square if all
schemes in the diagram are irreducible and smooth, and f is the blow-up of
X along Y.
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2.3 ± Extension criterion.
The extension criterion is stated for F-rectified functors G : Sm(k) !
! HoD. We recall that the rectification [4, (1.6.1)] permits to substitute a
diagram G(X ) in HoD, obtained from a diagram X in Sm(k), by a diagram
GF (X ) in D in a way such that for every cubical diagram X of Sch(k), the
object sGF (X ) of HoD is well defined.
If G : Sch(k) ! HoSp is a contravariant F-rectified functor and X is a
square in Sch(k), observe that sG(X ) is acyclic if and only if GF (X ) is a
homotopy cartesian square of spectra.
THEOREM 2.1 ([4], TheÂoreÁme (2.1.5)).
category and

Let D be a cohomological descent

G : Sm(k) ! HoD
a contravariant F-rectified functor satisfying the following conditions:
(F1) G(;)  1, and the canonical morphism G(X t Y) ! G(X)  G(Y)
is an isomorphism,
(F2) if X is an elementary acyclic square in Sm(k), then sG(X ) is
acyclic.
Then there is an extension of G to a F-rectified functor
GD : Sch(k) ! HoD
which satisfies the descent condition
(D) if X is an acyclic square in Sch(k), sGD(X ) is acyclic.
Moreover, this extension is essentially unique: if G0 is another extension of G verifying the descent property (D), then there is a uniquely determined isomorphism of F-rectified functors GD ) G0 .
We say that the functor GD has been obtained from G by cubical descent.
The proof of GuilleÂn-Navarro's theorem gives more than stated above.
In fact, if X is an algebraic variety and X ! X is any cubical hyperresolution [3], then, under the hypothesis of the theorem,
GD(X)  sG(X );
gives a well defined functor from Sch(k) to HoD, independent of the chosen
hyperresolution X .
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If the functor G in theorem 2.1 is already defined for all varieties, that
is, we have G : Sch(k) ! HoD, and satisfies (F1) and (F2), then there is a
natural transformation of F-rectified functors G ) GD.

3. Presheaves of spectra and cd-topologies.
In this section we recall, fixed a Grothendieck category C with topology
t, the model category structure in the category of presheaves of spectra in
C studied by Jardine. We also recall the Grothendieck topologies given by
cd-structures defined by Voevodsky and the standard cd-structures on
categories of schemes.

3.1 ± Local injective model category structure of presheaves of spectra.
We recall the definitions of global and local weak equivalences of presheaves of spectra, and the model category structure studied by Jardine in
[6] and [7].
In this section we fix C a Grothendieck site with topology t, and denote
by Pre(C; Sp) the category of presheaves of spectra in C, i.e. the category of
contravariant functors from C to spectra.
A global weak equivalence of presheaves of spectra is a morphism
f : E ! E0 such that E(U) ! E0 (U) is a weak equivalence of spectra for all
objects U. Observe that the topology of C does not intervene in the notion
of global weak equivalence. A global cofibration is defined analogously.
A local weak equivalence of presheaves of spectra is a morphism
f : E ! E0 such that f induces an isomorphism
at p (E) ! at p (E0 )
of sheaves of stable homotopy groups, where at F denotes the sheaf associated to a presheaf F.
Jardine proves [6] [7] that the category Pre(C; Sp) has a model category
structure with local weak equivalences and global cofibrations. In [2, § 3]
this structure is called the local injective model category structure.
In the category Pre(C; Sp) of presheaves of spectra in the site C with
topology t we fix a functorial fibrant replacement E ! Et for the local
injective model category structure.
Following [2, definition 3.3] we say that a presheaf of spectra F is quasifibrant if the fibrant replacement F ! Ft is a global weak equivalence.
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An important property of fibrant presheaves is that a local weak
equivalence between fibrant presheaves of spectra is a global weak
equivalence [7] (see also [8, Proposition 3.17]). Observe that this implies
that a fibrant presheaf of spectra is quasifibrant.
3.2 ± The cd-structures and associated topologies.
We recall the definition of cd-structure given by Voevodsky in [12] and
of its associated topology.
Let D be a category with initial object. A cd-structure in D is a class P of
commutative squares closed under isomorphism. The squares in the class
are called distinguished squares.
A cd-structure in D defines a Grothendieck topology in D (see [12,
Section 2]).
Following [2] we say that a presheaf of spectra E has the MV-property
for a family of squares P if E transforms squares of P to homotopy cartesian squares of spectra. For example, the (D) property of descent of
theorem 2.1 is the MV-property with respect to abstract blow-ups.
Voevodsky defines in [12, Section 2] the notions of complete, bounded
and regular cd-structure. The complete, bounded and regular cd-structures have good properties in relation to the model category structure of
presheaves, as shown by the following result.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let C be a category with a complete, bounded and
regular cd-structure P. A local weak equivalence between presheaves that
satisfy the MV-property for P is a global weak equivalence.
PROOF. This result for simplicial presheaves is [12, lemma 3.4]. In the
proof of [2, theorem 3.4] this result is extended for presheaves of spectra. p
The following result, proved by Voevodsky for simplicial presheaves
(see [12]), states that under certain conditions the presheaves which satisfy
the MV-property are precisely the quasifibrant ones.
THEOREM 3.2 [2, theorem 3.4]. Let C be a category with a complete,
bounded and regular cd-structure P. Let E be a presheaf of spectra in C.
Then E is quasifibrant if, and only if, E has the MV-property for P.
If a presheaf E satisfies the equivalent conditions of this theorem for a
topology t generated by a complete, bounded and regular cd-structure P
we say, following [2], that E satisfies t-descent, or descent for the topology t.
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3.3 ± The cd-structures in scheme categories.
We recall the standard cd-structures on categories of schemes from [13,
Section 2].
We consider the following cd-structures in the category Sch(k):
a) The Nisnevich cd-structure where a distinguished square, or elementary Nisnevich square, is a square of the form

where U ! X is an open immersion and V ! X is an Âetale morphism which
is an isomorphism over X n U.
The associated topology to the Nisnevich cd-structure is the Nisnevich
topology (see [13, Proposition 2.16]).
b) The cd-structure of abstract blow-ups where the distinguished
squares are acyclic squares (see section 2), also called abstract blow-ups.
We denote abs topology the associated topology to the cd-structure of
abstract blow-ups.
c) The combined cd-structure in Sch(k) is the union of the Nisnevich
cd-structure and the abstract blow-up structure. It consists of all elementary Nisnevich squares and all acyclic squares.
The associated topology to the combined cd-structure is the cdh topology (see [13, Section 2]).
In the category Sm(k) we consider the following cd-structures:
a0 ) The Nisnevich cd-structure in Sm(k).
b0 ) The cd-structure of smooth blow-ups where the distinguished
squares are isomorphic to blow-ups of smooth varieties with smooth center.
c0 ) The combined cd-structre in Sm(k) is the union of the Nisnevich
cd-structure and that of the smooth blow-ups. It consists of all elementary
Nisnevich squares and the blow-ups of smooth varieties with smooth
center.
The topology scdh is the topology generated by the combined structure
in Sm(k).
EXAMPLE 3.3. Cubical hyperresolutions give coverings in the abs
topology formed by smooth varieties. Suppose that X is a 1-itered cubical
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hyperresolution of X of size r (see [3, Section I.2]). Then we take the
varieties with cubical index (a0 ; . . . ; ar ) with only one ai different of zero.
With the hypotheses of resolution of singularities, which we always
consider as we have a field k of characteristic zero, the six cited cdstructures are complete, bounded and regular (see [13, Section 2] and the
discussion following lemma 4.5 in op.cit.). Therefore we can apply proposition 3.1 and theorem 3.2. We observe in particular the following.
LEMMA 3.4. If F is a presheaf of spectra in Sch(k), F Nis has the MVproperty with respect to elementary Nisnevich squares, F abs has the MVproperty with respect to abstract blow-ups and F cdh has the MV-property
with respect to the two types of squares.

4. Comparison of GuilleÂn-Navarro extension with the abs and cdh
fibrant replacement.
A presheaf of spectra F in Sch(k) which satisfies (F1) and (F2) of
theorem 2.1, gives a functor FD : Sch(k) ! HoSp. We consider the injective model category structure in the category of presheaves of spectra
in Sch(k) with the abs topology. We have fixed a fibrant replacement Fabs
for the presheaf F. In this section we prove the main result: FD(X) and
Fabs (X) are weakly equivalent for every variety X. With extra hypotheses
we obtain an analogous result for the cdh fibrant replacement, which
permits us to have conditions to assure coincidence between F abs and F cdh .
REMARK 4.1. In fact GuilleÂn-Navarro extension only needs a functor
defined for smooth varieties, that is a presheaf of spectra F in Sm(k). In
this case we can extend it to a presheaf of spectra in Sch(k) by Kan extension and we also consider the fibrant replacements F abs and F cdh of the
extension.
REMARK 4.2. The points of view of GuilleÂn-Navarro extension and the
abs fibrant replacement are not always comparable. In GuilleÂn-Navarro's
criterion we only need a functor taking values in the homotopy category of
spectra, as it is common if in the construction of the functor some kind of
resolution take part. As a counterpart, although the input functor F in
GuilleÂn-Navarro's criterion can take values in spectra, the descent functor
FD always takes values in the homotopy category.
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REMARK 4.3. If F is a presheaf of spectra in Sch(k) which satisfies the
hypotheses of theorem 2.1, then it has the MV-property with respect to
elementary acyclic squares. Recall that an elementary acyclic square is a
blow-up where all varieties are irreductible and smooth. Therefore it has
the MV-property with respect all smooth blow-ups.
Given a presheaf F in Sch(k), we denote by rF the presheaf in the
subcategory Sm(k) obtained by restriction. The following lemma observes
that in the topology abs weak equivalences are conserved by restriction.
LEMMA 4.4. Given f : A ! B a morphism of presheaves of spectra
in Sch(k), if f is a local weak equivalence in the abs topology, then
rf : rA ! rB is a local weak equivalence in the topology of smooth blow-ups.
PROOF. It is based on the fact that, with the hypothesis of resolution
of singularities, every object of Sch(k) has an abs-covering by objects of
Sm(k), and every abs-covering of an object of Sm(k) has a refinement
that is a covering in the topology of smooth blow-ups (see the proof of
[13, lemma 4.6]).
p
LEMMA 4.5. Let F be a presheaf of spectra in Sch(k) which has the MVproperty with respect to smooth blow-ups. Then given X a smooth variety
there is a weak equivalence
F(X) ! Fabs (X):
PROOF. We reason as in the proof of [2, Theorem 3.12]. By hypothesis F
has the MV-property for smooth blow-ups and therefore rF has the same
property. By the other hand, by theorem 3.2, F abs has the MV-property for
smooth blow-ups and therefore rF abs has the same property. By definition
the fibrant replacement F ! F abs is a local weak equivalence in the topology abs, and by lemma 4.4, rF ! rF abs is a local weak equivalence in the
topology of smooth blow-ups. We have a local weak equivalence between
presheaves that satisfy the MV-property, and by proposition 3.1 it is a
global weak equivalence in Sm(k), i.e. F(X) ! Fabs (X) is a weak equivalence
for X smooth.
p
THEOREM 4.6. Let F be a presheaf of spectra in Sch(k) which satisfies
the hypotheses of theorem 2.1. Then there is a morphism (in HoSp)
FD ! Fabs
such that FD(X) ! F abs (X) is a weak equivalence for every variety X.
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PROOF. By remark 4.3 F has the MV-property with respect to smooth
blow-ups. By the preceding lemma, F abs (X) is weakly equivalent to F(X) for
smooth X. By theorem 3.2, Fabs has the MV-property with respect to abstract blow-ups, i.e. Fabs satisfies the (D) property of descent. Therefore, by
unicity of GuilleÂn-Navarro extension we have the result.
p
We can prove an analogue result for the cdh topology. First we observe
that in the cdh topology local weak equivalences are also conserved by
restriction.
LEMMA 4.7 [2, lemma 3.11]. Given f : A ! B a morphism of presheaves
of spectra in Sch(k), if f is a local weak equivalence in the cdh topology,
then rf : rA ! rB is a local weak equivalence in the scdh topology.
PROOF. It is based on the fact that, with the hypothesis of resolution of
singularities, every object of Sch(k) has a cdh-covering by objects of Sm(k),
and every cdh-covering of an object of Sm(k) has a refinement which is a
scdh-covering (see the proof of [13, lemma 4.6]).
p
To obtain that F and Fcdh coincide for smooth varieties it is necessary to
suppose that F has the MV-property for smooth blow-ups and for smooth
Nisnevich squares.
LEMMA 4.8. Let F be a presheaf of spectra in Sch(k) with the MVproperty with respect to smooth blow-ups and smooth elementary Nisnevich squares. Then given X a smooth variety there is a weak equivalence
F(X) ! F cdh (X):
PROOF. We reason as in the proof of [2, Theorem 3.12]. By one hand, F
has the MV-property for smooth elementary Nisnevich squares and for
smooth blow-ups and therefore rF has the MV-property for the combined
structure in Sm(k). By the other hand, by theorem 3.2, F cdh has the MVproperty for the combined structure in Sch(k), and therefore rF cdh has the
MV-property for the combined structure in Sm(k). By definition of fibrant
replacement F ! F cdh is a local weak equivalence in the cdh topology, and
by lemma 4.7, rF ! rF cdh is a local weak equivalence in the scdh topology.
We have a local weak equivalence between presheaves which satisfy the
MV-property, and by proposition 3.1 it is a global weak equivalence in
p
Sm(k), i.e. F(X) ! F cdh (X) is a weak equivalence for X smooth.
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THEOREM 4.9. Let F be a presheaf of spectra in Sch(k) which satisfies
the hypotheses of theorem 2.1 and the MV-property with respect to smooth
elementary Nisnevich squares. Then there is a morphism (in HoSp)
FD ! F cdh
such that FD(X) ! F cdh (X) is a weak equivalence for every variety X.
PROOF. By remark 4.3 F has the MV-property with respect to smooth
blow-ups. By previous lemma, F cdh (X) is weakly equivalent to F(X) for X
smooth. By theorem 3.2, Fcdh has the MV-property with respect to abstract
blow-ups, i.e. F cdh satisfies the (D) property of descent. Therefore, by
unicity of GuilleÂn-Navarro extension we have the result.
p
With the hypotheses of this theorem, we have that both F cdh and F abs
are globally weakly equivalent to FD, and therefore F cdh and F abs are
weakly equivalent. More precisely we have the following result.
PROPOSITION 4.10. Let F be a presheaf of spectra in Sch(k) with the
MV-property with respect to smooth blow-ups and smooth elementary
Nisnevich squares. Then the morphisms
F abs ! (F cdh )abs

F cdh

are global weak equivalences.
PROOF. The second morphism is always a global weak equivalence. For
the first morphism it is enough to see that F ! F cdh is a local weak
equivalence in the abs topology, by proposition 3.1 and functoriality of fibrant replacement. Proof of lemma 4.4 shows that its converse is also true,
so it is enough to see that rF ! rF cdh is a local weak equivalence in the
topology of smooth blow-ups. But rF ! rF cdh is a global weak equivalence
by lemma 4.8, and therefore a local weak equivalence.
p
We can interpret this result as a condition for cdh-descent (compare
with [2, Theorem 3.12]).
COROLLARY 4.11. Let F be a presheaf of spectra in Sch(k) with the
MV-property with respect to abstract blow-ups and smooth elementary
Nisnevich squares. Then F satisfies cdh-descent.
PROOF.

As F satisfies descent for abstract blow-ups, by theorem 3.2 F
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and F abs are globally weakly equivalent. By the previous proposition F abs
and Fcdh are globally weakly equivalent. It follows that F and F cdh are
globally weakly equivalent and therefore F satisfies cdh-descent.
p

5. Example.
We apply this results to algebraic K-theory. We let K denote the presheaf of spectra of non-connective K-theory as defined in [11, Section 6.4].
PROPOSITION 5.1.

For every variety X there is a weak equivalence
Kabs (X) ' Kcdh (X):

PROOF. We apply proposition 4.10. For the MV-property with respect
to smooth blow-ups see [9] for a detailed discussion (see also [2, Remark
1.6]). The presheaf K also satisfies Nisnevich descent [11, 10.8], so all hypothesis of proposition 4.10 are fulfilled.
p
Let KH denote Weibel's homotopy invariant K-theory of [14] as
formulated in [11, Section 9.11]. Haesemeyer proves in [5] that
KH(X) ' Kcdh (X) for every variety X. Therefore we obtain that also
KH(X) ' Kabs (X) for every variety X.
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